
The characters of the story so
far are Omakayas, Pinch,_________           
Tallow, Yellow _______________,
Deydey (Mikwam/Ice), Neewo,
Pinch, Angeline, and Andeg.
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Chapters 1-4: Neebin (Summer)
In the prologue, the baby girl was left on an island called______________.

Her family contracted____________and she was the only one from her

tribe who survived.  This part of the book has a great example of figurative

language called ________________. When it has the visual of the baby on

the island with people who have passed away around her, and birds singing

above her. 

Ojibwe tribe are part of the ________________ people..

The main character is ______________, who has 3 siblings. Angeline is her

_________ sister who is beautiful, talented, and very much like their mother,

Yellow Kettle. She feels _________ of her sister, and hopes to turn out more

like her. Little (later Big) __________ is michievous and _________, he thinks

he deserves everything. Omakayas has a special relationship with Old

________, and it shows based on how she treats her ______________than

other children. She also has a special ______________ with nature like

Nokomis, and her grandmother could see she was a ___________ person. 

Many details in chapters 1 and 2 signal the seasons changing. We can tell

summer has arrived on Moningwanaykaning Island on Lake ____________ in

what is now Wisconsin based on clues. These clues include, "…the ________

popped from the ground.  The leaves of the __________grew…”  

These chapters also show they have warmer weather based on their move from

one house to another like the ___________ Indians we read about in Before

Columbus and The First __________. Instead of moving teepees made of

buffalo skin, the ___________ tribe in The Birchbark House moves from a

cabin to a house made of ___________. Nokomis and Omakayas got the

supplies and built their summer house after her grandmother gave tobacco to

the ________. 

In Summer, we see Omakayas connect with _________ and a _________ .

As we analyze the character traits of Omakayas from the beginning to the end

of Summer, she starts as a playful, ________ child with a  _________

attitude, then becomes more __________________ and thoughtful. 



Chapters 1-4: Neebin (Summer) continued
Yellow Kettle has a problem with baby _______________. No one
who provides names to the babies of the village has had a
dream or _______________to come up with a name for him.

Life becomes more entertaining, but also more ___________ when Deydey returns from his

work as a _______________. Each person does get a gift from Mikwam when he arrives

home. Angeline gets a ribbon, but Omakayas gets a _____________________ that she will

use to do her least favorite job, ____________________. This is a time where we see

Omakayas become more responsible. She respectfully accepts the gift and realizes it is an

honor from her father even though she is disappointed in being chosen to scrape the

_____________.    

 

…………………...…...……...…………………………………………………..…………………………...…..

…………………...…...……...…………………………………………………..…………………………...…..

…………………...…...……...…………………………………………………..…………………………...…..

…………………...…...……...…………………………………………………..…………………………...…..

Multi-Paragraph Outline
Prompt: How does life change in Omakayas’s family when her father, Deydey, is home?

 

Paragraph 1: Introductory

T.S.___________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Body Notes (Brief explanations/expansions of your answer)

1.

2.

3.

C.S.__________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Paragraph 2: One Reason Life is Different

T.S.___________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Body Notes (Brief explanations/expansions of your answer)

1.

  2. …………………...…...……...…………………………………………………..…………………………...…..

  3. …………………...…...……...…………………………………………………..…………………………...…..



Multi-Paragraph Outline Continued
C.S._________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

 

Paragraph 3: 2nd Reason Life is Different

T.S._________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Body Notes (Brief explanations/expansions of your answer)

…………………...…...……...…………………………………………………..…………………………...…..

…………………...…...……...…………………………………………………..…………………………...…..

…………………...…...……...…………………………………………………..…………………………...…..

C.S._________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

 

Paragraph 4: Conclusion/Summary

T.S._________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Body Notes (Brief explanations/expansions of your answer)

…………………...…...……...…………………………………………………..…………………………...…..

…………………...…...……...…………………………………………………..…………………………...…..

…………………...…...……...…………………………………………………..…………………………...…..

C.S._________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Chapters 1-4: Neebin (Summer) continued


